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Background

In clinical and epidemiologic research to investigate dose-response relationships, non-parametric spline regression has long been proposed as a powerful alternative to 
conventional parametric regression approaches, since no underlying assumptions of linearity have to be fulfilled.2,3 For logistic spline models, however, to date, little 
standard statistical software is available to estimate any measure of risk, typically of interest when quantifying the effect of a continuous explanatory variable on a 
binary disease outcome. 

Formal calculation of relative risks from logistic regression models using b-splines

The formal calculation of relative risks from logistic regression models using a b-spline expansion of a continuous, independent variable was previously described by 
Cao et al.4 and implemented by them as a S-Plus function. Specifically, the relative risk for the predictor x with respect to a reference value xref is calculated as                                  

where n is the number of degrees of freedom of the spline expansion, βi is the coefficient of the ith spline basis function estimated by the logistic regression and si(x) is 
the value of the ith spline basis function at x. 95% confidence intervals were computed based on asymptotic normality of the estimates.
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The SAS macros

Our set of macros is written in SAS© Version 9.1 and 
consists of three separate components. The first macro, 
%regspline, performs (1) the spline expansion, (2) the 
regression analyses and (3) estimates, with respect to a 
supplied reference value, adjusted relative risks with their 
corresponding upper and lower confidence limits for the 
exposure variable under consideration. The second macro, 
%regspline_plot, produces a publication-quality graph of 
the estimated relative risks and associated confidence 
limits for a pre-specified range of values of the exposure 
variable under consideration, referring to the supplied 
reference value with a relative risk equaling 1.00. The 
third macro, %regspline_subset, writes estimated relative 
risks and respective confidence intervals for arbitrary 
values of the exposure variable under consideration to a 
SAS data set. 

Application of the SAS macros

We demonstrate the use of our macros in estimating the effect of body-mass index (BMI) on the risk of cancer incidence in a population-based cohort, consisting of 
73624 Austrian men and 5305 incident cancers during 19 years of follow-up.5 Baseline information on age, BMI, smoking status (current, former, never) and 
occupational status (blue collar, white collar, self-employed) was collected for each study participant. 
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